
Audition Monologues/Scenes

Junior Script* Link:  
http://wwjr.weebly.com/uploads/8/7/5/4/8754667/full_script.pdf  

*Please Note - We will be doing the full version musical. We are only using the Junior 
Script for audition purposes. 

*AUDITION SCENES (FROM THE JUNIOR SCRIPT): 

• Scene 1 or 3 - The Bucket Shack 
• Scene 5 - The Gloops 
• Scene 6 - Veruca 
• Scene 9 - Violet (6 character, 8 lines) 
• Scene 10 - Mike  
• Scene 13 - Outside the Factory  
• Scene 14 - Inside the Factory  

*MONOLOGUES:   

Do not need to be memorized. If you want to be in the ensemble, still please plan on 
auditioning, and performing a monologue.

1. WONKA: And here we have the Chocolate Smelting Room - where thousands of 
miles of copper pipe twist through the earth, carefully chilling the chocolate to a 
precise temperature perfect for dipping strawberries. No matter how tempting - and 
isn’t it deliciously tempting? - do not TOUCH the chocolate! It will instantly harden like 
cement. No need to worry. That, my friends, is an Oompa-Loompa! Not a Zombie 
worker. A refugee. All of my wonders are Oompa-Loompas from Loompaland - with 
it’s thick jungles infested by hornswogglers and snozzywangers, and those terrible 
wicked whangdoodles! 

2. VIOLET: Hi ya! I’m Violet. Violet Beauregarde, I’m a gum chewer normally, but when 
I heard about Wonka’s contest, I laid off the gum and switched to candy bars. Now, of 
course, I’m right back on the gum. In fact, I’ve been working on this piece for over 
three months solid. I’ve beaten the record set by my best friend, Cornelia Prinzmetel. 
Hi Cornelia...listen to this...that’s the sound of you losing! Listen some more! 

http://wwjr.weebly.com/uploads/8/7/5/4/8754667/full_script.pdf
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3. VERUCA: Excuse me, Mr. Wonka, I just love your hat! It really sets off your eyes, but 
of course, you have great taste. You know, I would simply adore a pink candy 
boat...and maybe one of those sweet little Oompa-Loompas...Mr. Wonka, did you 
hear me? I said I WANT a PINK CANDY BOAT! - AND an OOMPA-LOOMPA! 

4. MIKE: Didn’t I tell you not to interrupt! This is the best part! Crack, smack, whack! 
Dead. Did you see him die? That was so totally awesome! Yeah! I GOT a Ticket, dawg. 
Big deal! Means I’m gonna miss at least an hour of my second favorite show AND I’m 
gonna have to leave the house to tour some stupid Chocolate Factory. Right. 
Whatever... 

5. MR. BUCKET: Well, I’ll be a chocolate crispy! Will you look at this? “Wonka factory 
to be opened to a lucky few. Mr. Willy Wonka has decided to allow five children to 
visit his factory. The lucky five will tour the factory and receive a lifetime supply of 
Wonka chocolate. Five Golden Tickets have been hidden among five million ordinary 
candy bars. The finders of these Golden Tickets will win the tour and the chocolate!” 

6. MRS. BUCKET: Now, Grandpa Joe, don’t go filling the boy’s head with dreams of 
candy. The tickets could be anywhere! How exciting! I wonder if any of the golden 
tickets have been found? Don’t be too disappointed, my darling, if you don’t find 
what you’re looking for. 

7. CHARLIE: Really? (tears open the candy bar and takes a bite) Mm...it’s so good! A 
perfect blend of Belgian Dark chocolate and New World light, with subtle overtones 
of Moroccan espresso. Wonka’s a genius! Thanks. I’d better get to school. Do you 
think I could have just one more? I’ll pay for it. I think I’ll share this one with my 
family...Grandpa Joe likes the Whipple-Scrumptious Fudgemallow Delight, but 
grandma Josephina likes the Nutt-a-riffic. (finds the Golden Ticket) I found the Golden 
Ticket! 
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8. GRANDPA JOE: No one goes in, Charlie, and no one comes out. Not since the 
tragic day that Willy Wonka locked it. All the other chocolate makers in the world were 
sending in spies--dressed as workers!--to steal Mr. Wonka's secret recipes. Finally, Mr. 
Wonka shouted, "I shall be ruined! Close the factory!" And that's just what he did. He 
locked the gates and vanished completely. And then suddenly, about three years 
later, the most amazing thing happened. The factory started working again, full blast! 
And more delicious candies were coming out than ever before. But the gates stayed 
locked so that no one could steal them. 

9. PHINEOUS TROUT: Ladies and gentlemen, we are coming to you, live outside the 
gates of the Willy Wonka Chocolate Factory where history is about to be made. We’ve 
been told Mr. Willy Wonka himself will soon emerge from behind these mysterious 
gates. It seems something is happening. Yes, yes! Here he comes now, the chocolate 
genius of the century. Mr. Willy Wonka! 

10. MRS. GLOOP (Augustus mom): Ya. I just knew my little snausage-vausage 
Augustus would find das Golden Ticket! He eats so much candy-vandy that it is almost 
impossible for him not to find one! In fact, you could say ve’ve been training him for 
this day ever since our little pudgy-vudgey was born. 

11. MR. SALT (Veruca dad): As soon as my little girl told me that she simply had to 
have one of the those Golden Tickets, I bought hundreds of thousands of Wonka 
Bars. I’m in the nut business- peanuts, cashews, Brazil nuts. So I had my factory girls 
stop shelling nuts and start shelling wrappers. 

12. MRS. BEAUREGARDE (Violet mom): Violet, quit chewing your gum so loudly. 
Remember what your therapist said. Mr. Wonka, I am a Geography Teacher, where are 
you taking us? 

13. MS. TEAVEE (Mike mom): Is this some sort of television studio? For making 
Wonka commercials? Wait! Mike! Don’t touch that! Nooo! Mike!? Mike? Answer your 
mother! He’s barely six inches tall!


